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Dear Robert, 

Thanks for the contract Rnd the toveledy slides. I've signed e  copy and returned 
it (in the same mail as this) K to PCA. 

Peter wrote of phoned we or both and I asked him to get in touch with you to 
saves as a letter. I doe't knee if h. did or if it ie clear, so althoueh ee have talked 
about it before, I'll come to that. 

I don't remember if you euggented it or not, and it may bo a geed idea is you 
did — that I cone up the day before. is of now I'd prefer if we could work out the 
program in advance, perhaps by your meeting my train, and I stay over after it in-
stead. What I can do will depend on my progress and I don't hide from you my reduced 
energy and the conbtant tiredness bugs me because I am used to being so active. I had a 
report on the last blood test and a conversation with the doctor's nurse this morning. 
They exude confidence while I stay poopor while spending more tine in the sack  titan i 
have since childhood. 

We have some time and this can be flexible. There can be some X advantages to 
my coming up the day before and returning directly from the program, especially if the 
college wants to use radio, etc, t e day before to promote the affair. I think I offered 
this when we spoke. 

I still work about a day and a half every day. I do little but work, walk some 
ano then go to bed. l'ut the accumulation from before and during the illness ane the amount 
of new wore I have undertaken is considerable, taxing and its incompleteness is oppressive. 

One of these has to do with the reprinting of the firAt and third books. Itve done 
nothing to promote the sale but I have arrangee for commercial distribution of all, under 
conditiono that caet be profitable and may be costly just to get thee out. I've been 
postponing the day of reprinting for many other reasons besides how much can I can. One 
is being able to pay the printer.' 

However, I'd like to add it pages to each book. With Photographic Whitewash as 
few as four or perhaee 16, no more. Unless more relevant pictureH can be raerinted without 
possibility if lawsuits. With Whitewash 1, the same, 4 or 16 more pages. One or more 
Opuld be of eew text, esp. WeW1. The question then ie what is there that presents no 
legal peroblem and is photographic and adds? With WW1 the Z8s beginningwith Willies in 
the mantle taking hie carcera down and disappearing, if from other than the pdblished 
versions, of which I have reints, could be good. It gets to the tieing of the first shot 
and is queetioneuin the text. This is the kind of thing I mean. The 14ovelady pictures, 
CBS and the other, could make one of the t 4 new pages of PW. I'd like to hold this to 
4 and I can do this with no more than these two, of which I still do not have a clear 
one from Martini?) mine not having been returned. But it it helped I'd god to the added 
expense of 16 instead of 4 new pages. 

As seen as you can please think about this and lot me know if there is aeytaing 
you can supply. I don't know when the day will cone but I'm under such time erecsures on 
so much, including: oven reading that I write that I have to try to anticipate. 

As of yesterday I as supposed to be driven to DC tomorrow to do a segment of a 
WNEWeTV Thursday special on tang. I've not heard today. I leave early the next day for 
a speech in Carol-tee and earlier the next tiny to go see Ray. I won't be home until late 
Sunday night. Wednesday 'lie and I are on court (with two other close cases) so I'll 
be gone until supper Wednesday if you call, seines you don't live to erite. But there is 
not this iemediater and I'd rather have you think sac then write and I will then have a 
recore of any recommendations and possibilities. Best to you all, 


